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Abstract Inclusion complex of sulfonatocalix[4]arene
(SC4A) with topotecan (TPT) was prepared, and its
inclusion complexation behaviors, such as stoichiometry,
complex stability constants, and inclusion mode, were
investigated by means of UV/Vis spectroscopy, DSC, and
2D NMR. The obtained results show that the quinoline ring
and the dimethylaminomethyl group of TPT can be efficiently encapsulated in SC4A, and the complex is more
soluble than free TPT.
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Introduction
Topotecan (TPT, Fig. 1), a derivative of camptothecin, is a
chemotherapy agent that is a topoisomerase I inhibitor
[1–3], and is used clinically in the treatment of ovarian
[4, 5], small cell lung [6, 7], and more recently, cervical
cancer [8, 9]. However, its low solubility makes people
have to prepare TPT hydrochloride for improving its
solubility.
Calixarenes, which contain a repeating phenolic unit
formed into a macrocycle via methylene bridges [10, 11],
are noted for their ability to form host–guest complexes by
trapping organic compounds, small ions, and gases in their
toruslike cavities. The water-soluble sulfonatocalixarenes
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have been widely used in pharmaceutical fields [12–17]
due to their innocuous nature [18–21] and good water
solubility (up to 0.1 M) [22]. Recently, we explored the
potential application of para-sulfonatocalixarenes to treat
viologen poisoning [23]. These calixarenes provide not
only a hydrophobic environment (benzene rings), but also
hydrophilic heads (SO3-), so they can encapsulate some
drug molecules into their cavity, leading to the increase of
the solubility and the stability [12, 13], and the improvement of the bioavailability [14] for the drug.
In this study, the binding properties of sulfonatocalix[4]arene (SC4A) with TPT were investigated. Firstly, the
interaction between SC4A and TPT was studied by using
UV spectrophotometry. And then, inclusion complex of
SC4A with TPT was prepared, and confirmed by NMR and
DSC analysis.

Materials and methods
General methods
TPT was purchased from Knowshine (Shanghai) Pharmachemicals Inc. Para-sulfonatocalix[4]arene were synthesized and purified according to literature procedures, and
verified by 1H NMR [24–26]. All of the chemicals and
solvents were of analytical reagent grade and were used as
received.
NMR experiments were performed on a Varian Mercury
VX300 spectrometer (300 MHz) at 298 K in a deuterium
oxide solution. 2D Rotating Frame Overhauser Effect
Spectroscopy (ROESY) was performed in D2O (300 MHz)
with a mixing time of 400 ms. DSC analysis was performed with a NETZSCH DSC 204 instrument from 25 to
400 °C with a heating rate of 10 K/min.
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Fig. 1 Chemical structures of
TPT and SC4A. Protons of TPT
are shown for NMR purposes
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Prediction of the interaction between TPT with SC4A
by UV spectrophotometry
A fixed amount of TPT was added into a series of 10-mL
comparison tubes. A different amount of SC4A was
gently increased to be added into the tubes, respectively.
These solutions were diluted to graduation with MeOH–
H2O, shook up and settled about 30 min. Then by using
the same concentration of SC4A in MeOH–H2O as
blanks, the difference-UV absorption spectra of these
solutions were determined, and the absorbance was
measured at 230 nm.
For the titration of host into a solution of guest, the
relationship between the change in absorbance of the guest
and the host concentration was given by equation (A A0)/[H] = K(A? - A0) - K(A - A0), where A0 is the
absorbance of the guest in the absence of host, [H] is the
concentration of host at each titration point, A? is the
absorbance when all the guest molecules are complexed
with host (i.e., guest with large excess of host), A is the
observed absorbance at each titration point, and K is the
binding constant (M-1) [27].

TG/DTG analysis was carried out for pure TPT, pure
SC4A, physical mixtures of TPT with SC4A at a 1:1 M
ratio, and complex of TPT with SC4A. The TG/DTG
patterns were recorded with a heating rate of 10 K/min
from 25 to 400 °C with a heating rate of 10 K/min
equipped with a thermal analysis data station.

Results and discussion
UV spectrum and binding constant
A series of solutions containing same amounts of TPT and
different amounts of SC4A were determined by UV
Spectrophotometry. The maximal absorption intensity of
TPT increased markedly upon the addition of SC4A, which
indicates that there exists the interaction with TPT and
SC4A, and the formation of the complex between TPT with
SC4A.
To determine the stoichiometry of the complexation, the
Job plots were constructed from the UV titration data. The
formation of the 1:1 complex was clearly confirmed
(Fig. 2). The KS value of the complex was calculated by

Preparation of SC4A–TPT complex
1.2

Characteristics of SC4A–TPT complex

0.8

Δ Abs

To obtain SC4A–TPT complex, TPT (0.01 mM) and SC4A
(0.01 mM) were completely dissolved in a mixed solution
of methanol and water (v:v = 1:9) and stirred for about
48 h at room temperature. The mixed solution was evaporated to remove methanol and water, and dried in vacuum
to give SC4A–TPT complex.

0.4

1

H NMR and 2D ROESY were carried out on Varian
Mercury VX300 spectrometer with 5 mm sample tube. The
deuterated water was typically used in such studies as
solvent in these experiments. No internal reference was
used to avoid possible interference with the complexation
between TPT and SC4A, therefore the solvent signal (D2O,
4.694 ppm) was used as an internal reference.
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Fig. 2 Job plot for binding of TPT with SC4A, with the total
concentration maintained at 0.5 mM and the changes of absorbance at
232 nm were measured
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using the Scatchard method [27]. It is 5.6 9 103 M-1,
indicating that the complex of TPT binding SC4A is
remarkably stable.

(8–9%) in the 30–120 °C range attributed to the release of
water molecules. In the second loss of the 240–300 °C
range, it is corresponding to partial TPT decomposition

Characteristics of the SC4A–TPT complex
1

H NMR experiments of TPT, SC4A, and the SC4A–TPT
complex were performed to clarify the interaction between
TPT and SC4A. On the one hand, chemical shift values of
aromatic ring proton of SC4A increase from 7.33 to
7.63 ppm, and on the other hand, those in TPT also
markedly change due to the formation of the complex
between SC4A and TPT (Table 1). As can be seen from
Table 1, the chemical shift values of the protons in quinoline ring (H7, H11, and H12), N–CH3 (H22) and N–CH2
(H23) change markedly upon complexation, but H17, H18,
and H19 in hydroxyl lactone ring, as well as H5 and H14
do small. These observations suggest that the stronger
interaction exists between the quinoline ring as well as the
dimethylaminomethyl group of TPT and the SC4A aromatic rings, which indicates that the SC4A cavity includes
mainly the quinoline ring and dimethylaminomethyl part of
TPT.
To further confirm the binding mode of SC4A with TPT,
and 2D ROESY experiment was performed for the SC4A–
TPT complex (Fig. 3). There are three clear cross peaks
(circled a, b, and c) between protons of quinoline ring in
TPT and those of the aromatic ring in SC4A (ArH). The
peak a represents the correlation involving H7 in quinoline
ring of TPT, peaks b and c do those involving H12, and
H11, respectively. The results prove that the SC4A cavity
includes the quinoline ring of TPT. Moreover, the cross
peak d suggests the interaction between protons of the
aromatic ring in SC4A and H23 in TPT, and the cross
peaks e and f come from those with H22. Based on above
observations, we can deduce reasonably the binding mode
of SC4A with TPT in Fig. 4. In this mode, the cavity of
SC4A includes mainly the quinoline ring and the dimethylaminomethyl of TPT mainly through hrdrogen interaction, p–p interaction, and electrostatic interaction, etc.
The TG/DTG curves of the physical mixture exhibit
thermal profiles associated to SC4A and TPT (not shown).
The thermal behaviors of SC4A, TPT, and SC4A–TPT
inclusion complex are entirely different (Fig. 5a, b). The
TG curve of SC4A–TPT (Fig. 5a) presents a weight loss

Fig. 3 2D ROESY spectrum of SC4A–TPT complex in D2O.
Annotated crosspeaks indicate intermolecular interactions between
TPT and SC4A
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Fig. 4 Possible binding mode of SC4A–TPT complex according to
2D ROESY spectrum

Table 1 1H Chemical shifts (dH) (ppm) for TPT and complex
Proton

5

7

12

11

14

17

18

19

22

23

Free TPT

4.33

8.69

8.00

7.59

7.46

5.30

1.02

1.75

2.60/2.60

4.61

Complex
Dd

4.18
-0.15

8.50
-0.19

7.78
-0.22

7.41
-0.18

7.42
0.04

5.47
0.17

1.10
0.08

1.22
-0.53

1.82/3.40
-0.78/0.80

4.39
0.22
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about fivefold). In the control experiment, a clear solution
was obtained after dissolving SC4A–TPT (16 mg) complex,
which was equivalent to 6.4 mg of TPT in 1 mL of water at
room temperature. This subsequently confirms the reliability
of the water solubility of the SC4A–TPT complex.
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In conclusion, the binding behaviors of SC4A with TPT
were investigated. The formation of inclusion complex was
confirmed by DSC and 1H NMR. Aqueous solubility study
shows that SC4A could enhance the water-solubilities of
TPT. The complex should be regarded as an important
choice in the design of novel formulation of TPT for
medicine.
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Fig. 5 TG-DTG thermograms for SC4A–TPT complex. a TG curves
of SC4A, TPT, and SC4A–TPT inclusion complex, b DTG curves of
SC4A, TPT, and SC4A–TPT inclusion complex

with the percentage weight loss (13–15%). Further
decomposition occurs from 320 to 440 °C, as evidenced by
the DTG curve (Fig. 5b). The complex begins to decompose at 320 °C with a strong exothermal peak at 360 °C in
the DTG curve. During the range of 320–440 °C, the TG
curve also shows a two-step weight loss corresponding to
the decomposition of TPT.
Aqueous solubility
The water solubility of the SC4A–TPT complex was
assessed by the preparation of its saturated solution [28].
Excess amount of complex was put into 5 mL of water and
then was stirred for 1 h. After removing the insoluble substance by filtration, the filtrate was evaporated under reduced
pressure to dryness and the residue was dosed by weighing
method. Comparing with the water solubility of TPT
(1.2 mg/mL), that of the SC4A–TPT complex is dramatically increased to approximately 6.4 mg/mL (enhancing
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